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Abstract

Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR) is radio emission that originates in particle acceleration regions along magnetic field lines,

coinciding with discrete auroral arcs. Found in both hemispheres, an increase in the amplitude of a particular AKR source

denotes the strengthening of parallel electric fields in the auroral zone, while the emission frequency gives insight into source

region morphology. AKR viewing geometry is complex due to the confinement of the source regions to nightside local times and

the anisotropy of the beaming pattern, so observations are highly dependent on spacecraft viewing position. We present a novel,

empirical technique that selects AKR emission from remote radio observations made with the spin-axis aligned antenna of the

Wind/WAVES instrument, based on the rapidly varying amplitude of AKR across spacecraft spin timescales. This selection is

applied to 30 days of data in 1999, during which the Cassini spacecraft flew close to Earth and recorded AKR for the majority

of the period, while the Wind spacecraft completed close to two, precessing petal orbits. We examine the flux density and

integrated power, which gives an occurrence distribution with spacecraft local time that is typical of AKR, with an increase

in power of around $10ˆ{3}$ Wsr$ˆ{-1}$ between dayside and nightside observations. We also find a statistically significant

($p < 10ˆ{-5}$), previously observed diurnal modulation of the AKR integrated power for the period, further verifying the

empirical selection of AKR and showing the promise of its application to larger subsets of Wind/WAVES observations.
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Abstract19

Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR) is radio emission that originates in particle accel-20

eration regions along magnetic field lines, coinciding with discrete auroral arcs. Found21

in both hemispheres, an increase in the amplitude of a particular AKR source denotes22

the strengthening of parallel electric fields in the auroral zone, while the emission fre-23

quency gives insight into source region morphology. AKR viewing geometry is complex24

due to the confinement of the source regions to nightside local times and the anisotropy25

of the beaming pattern, so observations are highly dependent on spacecraft viewing po-26

sition. We present a novel, empirical technique that selects AKR emission from remote27

radio observations made with the spin-axis aligned antenna of the Wind/WAVES instru-28

ment, based on the rapidly varying amplitude of AKR across spacecraft spin timescales.29

This selection is applied to 30 days of data in 1999, during which the Cassini spacecraft30

flew close to Earth and recorded AKR for the majority of the period, while the Wind31

spacecraft completed close to two, precessing petal orbits. We examine the flux density32

and integrated power, which gives an occurrence distribution with spacecraft local time33

that is typical of AKR, with an increase in power of around 103 Wsr−1 between dayside34

and nightside observations. We also find a statistically significant (p < 10−5), previ-35

ously observed diurnal modulation of the AKR integrated power for the period, further36

verifying the empirical selection of AKR and showing the promise of its application to37

larger subsets of Wind/WAVES observations.38

Plain Language Summary39

Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR) is naturally occuring radio emission that is40

generated along magnetic field lines at high latitudes, and is coincident with brighten-41

ings of the aurora and other processes in the magnetosphere. In this work, we present42

a novel selection of AKR emission by quantifying the variability of the radio measure-43

ments during a frequency sample made by the Wind spacecraft. This technique is ap-44

plied to 30 days of observations from the Wind spacecraft to compare with AKR emis-45

sion observed by the Cassini spacecraft as it flew by Earth with a much different trajec-46

tory. Typical characteristics of AKR are observed with the selection from Wind, with47

the temporal modulation of emitted AKR power, as well as its distribution with space-48

craft longitude, agreeing with previous observations. Namely, we see an increase of 10349

Wsr−1 between selected Wind observations made on the nightside over those on the day-50

side as well as a statistically significant diurnal periodicity. These results verify the se-51

lection of AKR described here and show promise for future application with Wind.52

1 Introduction53

Auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) describes amplified radio emission from the54

Earth that has interacted with relativistic, upgoing electrons along magnetic field lines55

in the auroral zone, and resonates at the electron cyclotron frequency (C. S. Wu & Lee,56

1979). The emission frequency of an AKR source is close to the local electron gyrofre-57

quency, so that lower frequency AKR emanates from a higher altitude along a field line.58

AKR is emitted between ∼ 30−800 kHz and has been observed by many Earth-orbiting59

spacecraft such as Polar, Geotail and Cluster (e.g., Liou et al., 2000; Mutel et al., 2003;60

Anderson et al., 2005; Morioka et al., 2007). The emission mechanism, the electron cy-61

clotron maser instability, is such that AKR is emitted at angles near-perpendicular to62

the field lines. This leads to largely anisotropic beaming of AKR from individual field63

lines that has been constrained both through modelling and observations. Earliest ob-64

servations suggested that AKR can be observed within a cone at angles that are increas-65

ingly oblique to the magnetic field with decreasing frequency (Green et al., 1977; Kasaba66

et al., 1997). However, more recent observations using Cluster suggests that AKR is emit-67

ted in a more restricted geometry, with similar longitudinal extent up to a few thousand68
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km but emitted over a narrower latitudinal region of a few tens of degrees over the au-69

roral zone (Mutel et al., 2008).70

Furthermore, AKR is known to be fully circularly polarised, with the handedness71

depending on the direction of electron gyration in either hemisphere (Kaiser et al., 1978).72

Where polarisation information is available, we expect to see left-handed circularly po-73

larised (LH) emission from the Southern magnetic hemisphere and right-handed circu-74

larly polarised (RH) emission from the Northern magnetic hemisphere (assuming emis-75

sion in the extraordinary mode). This has been observed at both Earth and Saturn and76

is a consequence of the emission mechanism (Lamy, Zarka, Cecconi, Prangé, et al., 2008;77

Lamy et al., 2010). The visibility of AKR is a strong function of the position of the ob-78

server. AKR and its source regions are mostly concentrated at nightside local times; AKR79

has been observed consistently from local times between ∼1600-0300 LT, whereas the80

most intense source regions are located at 2100-2200 LT (e.g., Gurnett, 1974; Alexan-81

der & Kaiser, 1976; Panchenko, 2003). The visibility of AKR to a spacecraft at various82

latitudes is constrained by the beaming of the emission, as mentioned above. Ray trac-83

ing has been used previously to examine the general propagation of AKR from the source84

region as well as for instances where the emission may refract; from the dense plasma-85

sphere, for example (Green et al., 1977; Mutel et al., 2004). AKR visibility with latitude86

has also been examined statistically for studies of hemispheric conjugacy using multi-87

ple spacecraft (Morioka et al., 2011). For a spacecraft near the equator, it is possible to88

observe AKR emission from both hemispheres as the emission cones from sources on a89

given meridian overlap. In this case the emission from each pole cannot be separated (with-90

out polarisation information) and the observations must be interpreted as a global av-91

erage. For closer radial distances a spacecraft near the equator can be beneath the su-92

perposed emission cones of each hemisphere and observe no AKR. At Saturn, this equa-93

torial shadow zone has been modelled and found at radial distances of < 3.6Rs, where94

RS = 60268 km is the radius of Saturn (Lamy, Zarka, Cecconi, Hess, & Prangé, 2008).95

At Earth, Morioka et al. (2011) attributed an approximate limit of 7RE to the equato-96

rial shadow zone, where RE = 6371 km is the radius of Earth.97

Given that AKR generation is intrinsic to the magnetic field, the tilt of the plan-98

etary field with respect to the rotation axis combines with the highly directive AKR beam-99

ing to produce an illumination region that is time-dependent. Temporally, significant pe-100

riodicities have been found at semi-diurnal and diurnal timescales, the latter of which101

has been attributed to geometrical viewing effects as the emission region precesses, like102

the magnetic dipole, with respect to the rotation of the Earth (Lamy et al., 2010). Other103

suggestions for the source of this modulation include an intrinsic modulation due to the104

effect on the ionosphere of the tilt of the magnetic dipole with respect to the incoming105

solar wind (Panchenko et al., 2009) or a physical origin within the magnetosphere itself106

(Morioka et al., 2013). Discerning the origin of this variability is useful to further the107

understanding of the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.108

In this paper we are concerned with the extraction of AKR from the raw data of109

an Earth-orbiting spacecraft, as well as the interpretation and quantification of any vis-110

ibility effects due to the location of the spacecraft relative to the radio sources. More-111

over, the AKR has the potential to serve as an excellent diagnostic tool both for solar112

wind driving and for magnetospheric dynamics. Specifically, previous work has shown113

that AKR can intensify during periods of magnetospheric disturbance (Voots et al., 1977;114

Liou et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2019). The generation of AKR requires the presence of strong,115

parallel electric fields that accelerate electrons to the necessary relativistic speeds within116

the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling region. The well-studied physical phenomenon117

of the magnetospheric substorm manifests in various observable signatures in both the118

magnetosphere and ionosphere. In the magnetosphere, the magnetic field dipolarises fol-119

lowing reconnection in the magnetotail and energetic plasma flows Earthward (Liou, 2002;120

Juusola et al., 2011). Energetic particles are injected into the ionosphere as the substorm121
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current wedge strengthens the current systems at high latitudes, brightening the aurora122

and causing well known morphological changes in the oval (Akasofu, 1964; McPherron123

et al., 1973; Kepko et al., 2015). For AKR, not only does the emission intensify but the124

frequency spectrum undergoes characteristic changes in response to substorm behaviour.125

Observations with the Polar spacecraft have shown that the AKR source region morphol-126

ogy may have a dual structure, suggesting that a given field line has a more persistent127

AKR source at lower altitudes that suddenly extends to higher altitudes at the time of128

substorm onset (Morioka et al., 2007).129

Before the properties of AKR can be studied in detail, the AKR-related radio sig-130

nals must be disentangled from other radio emissions detected by a spacecraft radio in-131

strument. This non-trivial process is described in more detail in Section 2 below. Broadly132

speaking, an orbiting spacecraft, when surveying the radio environment may detect mul-133

tiple possible sources of radio emission at multiple wavelengths. At kilometric wavelengths,134

corresponding to frequencies of ∼ 1 MHz and below, the long, drifting tails of solar ra-135

dio type III bursts can be observed, which are ubiquitous when the spacecraft is in the136

solar wind (Krupar et al., 2018). As well as this, characteristic frequencies of the local137

plasma can be observed at lower frequencies. This can occur both in the solar wind, at138

the plasma frequency and harmonics following Langmuir waves, or within the magne-139

tosphere, where dense, turbulent plasma in the magnetosheath leads to a rise in quasi-140

thermal noise (QTN) (Meyer-Vernet et al., n.d.; Meyer-Vernet et al., 2017). Thus AKR141

is often observed in superposition with other waves and must be explicitly selected, where142

possible, for a complete study. Goniopolarimetric (GP) inversion techniques are useful143

for selecting AKR, as the Stokes parameters of an incident wave can be derived using144

a model that accounts for the geometry of both the radio antennae and the source (Cecconi,145

2019). Then, the circular polarisation can be used to discriminate against other sources;146

the few observations of solar radio Type III bursts at frequencies < 1 MHz show weak147

polarisation (Reiner et al., 2007; Pulupa et al., 2019). This has been done at Saturn, us-148

ing the radio instrument on board the three-axis stabilised Cassini to observe SKR, the149

Kronian analog of AKR. As the Cassini spacecraft flew by Earth, its radio instrument150

was turned on for a month long period. During this time, the instrument was used to151

retrieve the circular polarisation state of the AKR, allowing the general emission char-152

acteristics, such as the emission power, and the temporal modulation to be studied (Lamy153

et al., 2010). For this month-long period, the Wind spacecraft was travelling on orbits154

that carried it through the nightside magnetosphere at perigee, allowing it to make re-155

mote observations of the AKR source region, as well as other opportunities to observe156

AKR from other local times (LT). Although it is not possible to apply previously-developed157

GP techniques for spinning spacecraft to AKR observations with Wind, a selection tech-158

nique based on the observed variability on timescales of seconds has been developed and159

applied. This has provided an effective selection of AKR emission, allowing a quantita-160

tive analysis and comparison to be performed. Here we focus on the unique dual-vantage-161

point of this Cassini-Wind conjunction during 1999. In Section 2 we describe the instru-162

mentation, the calibration of the radio data, and the selection technique which we have163

applied to extract AKR. In Section 3 we compare and contrast the viewing geometry and164

observations of Wind and Cassini as they traverse the terrestrial magnetosphere on dif-165

ferent paths. In Section 4 we summarise our findings and interpretation of the comple-166

mentary data.167

2 Instrumentation and Empirical Data Selection Technique168

The Wind spacecraft, launched in 1994 as part of the International Solar Terres-169

trial Physics (ISTP) mission, is equipped with various instruments designed to study the170

solar wind and radio emissions from both the Sun and Earth. The primary function of171

the spacecraft is that of a solar wind monitor, and Wind has most often observed from172

the Lagrangian point L1 (sunward of Earth); Wind first reached L1 in 1996 before spend-173
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ing time between 1998 and 2004 executing complex orbital manoeuvres to explore Earth’s174

magnetosphere. The spacecraft returned to L1 in 2004 and has been there since. The175

relevant instrumentation will be described first in section 2.1 before the appropriate cal-176

ibration steps are described in section 2.2. The method of selecting radio data pertain-177

ing to AKR is then illustrated in section 2.3.178

2.1 Wind/WAVES Radio Instrumentation179

The WAVES investigation (Bougeret et al., 1995) is comprised of two antennae in180

the spin-plane of the spacecraft (X and Y - with original tip-to-tip lengths of 100 m and181

15 m, respectively) as well as one aligned with the spin-axis (Z, of length 12 m tip-to-182

tip). The antennae used here are of the electric dipole type, each formed of two monopo-183

lar wire lengths along the same axis on either side of the spacecraft. Of the three WAVES184

radio receivers RAD1 operates between 20-1040 kHz, covering the whole AKR frequency185

spectrum, and utilises antennae that are each in the short-antenna regime, allowing for186

a beaming pattern that is independent of the observation frequency.187

The RAD1 receiver can operate in one of two modes: the SEP mode allows the re-188

ceiver to measure with one of the equatorial antennae (usually X) and the Z antenna in-189

dependently. The SUM mode performs the electronic summation of the X and Z anten-190

nae, outputting this synthetic signal as well as one with a π
2 phase shift applied to the191

equatorial antenna. The SUM mode thus returns two signals from the synthetic inclined192

dipole. In this work the original SUM signal will be referred to as the S antenna and that193

with a phase-shift applied as the S’ antenna. RAD1 has 256 available frequency chan-194

nels between 20-1040 kHz and channels can be chosen to sample the radio environment195

via three different methods. The most often used allows the instrument to be provided196

with a list of frequencies to be measured over the next fixed-duration sweep cycle of sam-197

ples.198

Each frequency channel is measured at each antenna over the respective integra-199

tion time (154 ms for the S and S’ antennae and 308 ms for the Z antenna) to comprise200

a single observation. Measurements are then repeated at that frequency across one space-201

craft rotation in order to receive a signal that corresponds to a single period of modu-202

lation. Sampling all 256 frequency channels, while offering greater spectral resolution,203

would increase the duration of the sweep cycle and so decrease the temporal resolution.204

The typical total time attributed to the measurement of a single frequency for S, S’ and205

Z antennae, accounting for the offset incurred at the beginning of the frequency sample,206

is 358 ms. A sweep cycle, lasting ∼3 minutes, is typically comprised of 64 frequency mea-207

surements, each made during one spacecraft spin period. Thus a total of 8 × 64 volt-208

age spectral density measurements received by each of the S, S’ and Z antennae, as well209

as the corresponding times of measurement, are supplied for a single sweep cycle. Each210

measurement is provided in units of µV 2Hz−1 and the preamplifier and receiver gain211

values have been taken into account. As well as this, general data including spacecraft212

attitude parameters and indicators for the mode of operation of the RAD1 receiver are213

supplied with each sweep cycle. L2-level data for the RAD1 instrument are provided as214

≤ 480× 3 minute sweep cycles that comprise 24 hours of RAD1 observations.215

2.2 Source Flux Density Determination and Calibration216

2.2.1 Background determination and subtraction217

The frequency range of the RAD1 receiver is such that background radio emission218

is present due to both the local plasma environment and non-thermal emission from the219

galactic center or disk. At lower frequencies (below ∼ 300 kHz) the thermal motion of220

charged particles in the plasma surrounding the spacecraft creates quasi-thermal noise221

(QTN) (Meyer-Vernet & Perche, 1989) while emission from the galaxy dominates at higher222
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frequencies (Novaco & Brown, 1978; Cane, 1979). Previous examination of measurements223

across the entire WAVES frequency range has consolidated the measured galactic spec-224

trum with previously derived functional forms (Dulk et al., 2001) and more recent mea-225

surements across the RAD1 receiver show agreement with a spectrum that falls off be-226

tween 100-200 kHz (Hillan et al., 2010). Hillan et al. (2010) produced a complete back-227

ground spectrum, combining models of both the galactic background and the QTN. A228

two-component model was used for the QTN that defines the signal above and below the229

plasma frequency; at the lower frequencies the QTN intensity spectrum may vary as the230

Wind spacecraft travels through regions of differing plasma density within the magne-231

tosphere, magnetosheath and solar wind. The intensity of the galactic background emis-232

sion is expected to remain approximately constant as the orientation of the WAVES an-233

tennae is fixed with respect to the galactic source.234

As the QTN is due to motion of constituents of the ambient plasma surrounding235

the spacecraft, it can be viewed as isotropic on average. The galactic spectrum, however,236

is dominated by either the galactic center or the galactic poles, dependent on the fre-237

quency of observation. Manning and Dulk (2001) use the modulation pattern to deter-238

mine the galactic source of background emission at various frequencies, finding that emis-239

sion from the galactic poles dominate the spectrum at >400 kHz. A similar method to240

that used by Zarka et al. (2004) to determine the galactic background present in the Ra-241

dio and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) instrument of the Cassini spacecraft is implemented242

here for all frequencies. A background spectrum is formed for every 24 hour period of243

RAD1 data by taking the 5% quantile at each frequency channel. Although no explic-244

itly quiet period is selected over which to take the quantile (as opposed to the method245

of Zarka et al. (2004)), the definition of the quantile imposes that the remaining 95% of246

received signal is above this level. Although some examples of L2 data contain consis-247

tently high emission for the corresponding day at many frequencies, background spec-248

tra produced in this way agree well with other measured background levels observed by249

Wind, as well as producing the expected form due to the QTN and galactic background250

source described previously (Hillan et al., 2010). Once the background spectrum has been251

determined, the relevant value is subtracted from each of the eight measurements made252

during a spin period, implicitly assuming isotropy of the background source. If the data253

is negative, so unphysical, following background subtraction, the background value at254

the given frequency is stored instead.255

2.2.2 Calibration256

To relate the received power of the WAVES instrument to the AKR flux density,257

we consider the GP technique developed by Manning and Fainberg (1980). GP techniques258

allow for radio source parameters to be determined by inverse modelling the observations259

to the radio source parameters using the antenna reference frame and a model of the emis-260

sion geometry. In their work, spin measurements from a synthetic inclined dipole (here261

fulfilled by the WAVES S antenna) and a phase-shifted inclined dipole (S’) antenna are262

demodulated and combined with a spin-axis-aligned (Z) antenna to derive the Stokes pa-263

rameters (flux density and the degrees of linear and circular polarisation), angular co-264

ordinates and the angular radius of the source, so describing the state of a partially-polarised265

extended source. To derive these parameters, it is assumed that a single radio source is266

observed by the instrument and that the source parameters are constant as the space-267

craft completes a spin such that the modulation pattern can be inverted. For AKR this268

assumption is often broken; either the intensity of the source is variable on timescales269

lower than that of the spin, or the spacecraft is observing emission from multiple sources270

in each measurement as it changes position during a spin, or a combination of the two271

(see Section 2.3). It is not possible to use the combination of the WAVES antennae in272

this case as the exact variability over the modulation pattern cannot be determined an-273

alytically without a priori knowledge of the source parameters. However, the spin-axis-274

aligned Z antenna can be used to determine the source flux density after modifications275
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are made to the original GP inversion. We assume that, for an AKR observation, the276

radio source is a point source and there is no linear polarisation. Following from equa-277

tion 21 in Manning and Fainberg (1980), this gives278

PZ =
1

2
GSZ sin2 θ (1)

where PZ is the power measured by the Z antenna, G is a calibration factor, SZ is the279

flux measured by the Z antenna and θ is the co-latitude of the radio source. For AKR,280

we can assume that the source region is approximated by the Earth’s center and trans-281

form the source co-latitude θ to λ, the latitude of the spacecraft in geocentric-solar-ecliptic282

(GSE) coordinates. This then gives283

PZ =
1

2
GSZ cos2 λ (2)

as the received signal of the Z antenna, oriented normal to the ecliptic plane, is minimised284

when the spacecraft is above the poles. This then gives the flux density SZ for each of285

the eight spin measurements, which are then averaged using the mean.286

The synthetically-inclined S (and phase-shifted S’) antenna is longer and more sen-287

sitive than the Z antenna, making its measurements prone to spurious signals at all fre-288

quencies as receiver electronics are saturated. This is often the case when Wind observes289

the highly intense AKR, which for this study occurs mostly when the spacecraft is near290

perigee. This contamination does not occur with the shorter, less sensitive Z antenna.291

While the Z antenna is less prone to saturation, its lower sensitivity means that previ-292

ous methods of calibration with Wind/WAVES cannot be used. These have employed293

measurements of the galactic background to determine a value of the instrument gain,294

using a model of the galactic emission to infer the observed flux during a quiet period295

and then equate this to measurements (Zarka et al., 2004; Zaslavsky et al., 2011). The296

shorter Z antenna typically measures the galactic background to be within 10 dB of the297

instrumental noise, as given by the received power prior to antenna deployment, so the298

contribution from the galactic signal cannot be determined. For this reason, the initial299

measurements of the instrumental characteristics are used to determine the gain using300

G = (
Ca

Ca + Cs
)2L2

effZ0 (3)

where Z0 ∼ 120π is the impedance of free space, Ca and Cs are the antenna and stray301

capacitances, respectively, and Leff is the effective length of the antenna. Here we use302

the physical length of the antenna, given that both electrical monopoles that comprise303

the Z antenna are in the short-dipole regime, so that Leff = Lphys.304

As the above uses measurements from only a single antenna instead of the com-305

plete antenna geometry, without a complete model of the radio source emission, the flux306

SZ calculated with equation 2 can only be attributed to the Z antenna measurement and307

not a representation of the true source intensity. A better constrained value of the source308

flux density can be obtained by comparing observations of solar radio Type III bursts,309

which can act as a reference for cross-calibration given the expected uniformity of the310

signal and distance of both spacecraft from the source. The calibrated fluxes here were311

compared with data produced by a direction-finding inversion that is bespoke to solar312

Type III burst observations with Wind, giving the flux density, angular coordinates and313

angular extent of the source. By comparing the average spectrum of peak fluxes across314

a set of Type III bursts, a scaling factor can be applied to the data as calibrated with315

the Z antenna alone and used in this study. Details of the approach taken to produce316

the average spectrum can be found in Appendix A.317

2.3 Empirical Selection318

As mentioned in section 2.1, the Wind/WAVES Z antenna is spin-axis aligned. As319

the spacecraft rotates, antennae in the spin-plane observe a modulating signal that is dic-320
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Figure 1. Measurements (PS , PZ) made by the synthetic-inclined (S) and spin-axis-aligned

(Z) antennae of Wind/WAVES during a single spin, normalised by the average received power

during this time (P̄S , P̄Z), and corresponding to a single sample at 124 kHz of the latest burst

of AKR emission in figure 2a. The value of the selection metric, σZ , is given in the legend of the

bottom panel.

tated by the rotation period and the position of the antennae with respect to the source321

location and other parameters. While this modulation can be used to derive source pa-322

rameters using GP inversion as previously mentioned, these require that the source pa-323

rameters are constant during a spacecraft rotation; a constraint which is often broken324

for AKR. The spin-axis aligned Z antenna sees no such modulation due to the spacecraft325

rotation, and so any variability in the received power can be attributed to changes in the326

intensity of a radio source, assuming that a single source is observed. It has been men-327

tioned that the spacecraft measures a superposition of multiple spatially-separated sources,328

limiting the observations by the temporal and spectral resolution of the instrument. Al-329

though this is less true for the spin period than it is for the sweep duration, it is pos-330

sible that the variability measured by the Z antenna for a spin is due to the more slowly331

varying intensity of separated sources. Given the generation mechanism of AKR, how-332

ever, it is likely that a single source will have a highly varying amplitude on spin timescales333

of seconds. While it is non-trivial to discern between the two effects, it is important to334

note that this may also lead to an overestimation of the AKR selection, although this335

effect is negligible when data are averaged over the sweep duration.336

A statistical proxy for AKR can be derived from the Z antenna by modelling the337

8 measurements made during a single frequency sweep as a normal distribution centred338

on a mean intensity, with any variability then being described by its standard deviation339

σ. To be able to compare the standard deviation between sources of different mean in-340
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tensities, the measurements are normalised by the mean intensity of the spin. This gives341

σZ , the standard deviation of the spin-normalised Z antenna measurements. Figure 1342

shows the spin-normalised measurements made by the S and Z antennae during an ex-343

emplary AKR burst (also seen in figure 2a). It is not clear from the figure that the S an-344

tenna is displaying an insufficient modulation pattern to derive the GP source param-345

eters and an analytic relationship between the S and Z measurements is not known. How-346

ever, the variability across the Z antenna measurements shows that the observations do347

not meet the criteria of constant intensity for GP inversion, and the σZ value for this348

spin is given in the legend of the bottom panel of figure 1. While a comprehensive study349

of the σZ distribution is not included, examination of the dynamic spectrograms show350

that the Z antenna consistently measures higher variability (using σZ) during periods351

of AKR bursts. To select regions that correspond to AKR emission, a numerical thresh-352

old is chosen based on visual identification of the dynamic spectrograms from Wind dur-353

ing the Cassini flyby; here σZ ≥ 0.1. See Appendix B for further justification of the choice354

of the threshold value. While σZ acts as a proxy for the radio source here, we note that355

without access to the GP inversion and polarisation information we cannot make an ex-356

act physical inference and so the selection is empirical. With average sigmaZ spectra357

for each sweep, a mask can then be created and applied to the calibrated flux densities358

to select data that meets this criteria; here the flux densities are also averaged across the359

3 minute sweep cycle. In this case the consideration of multiple spatially-separated sources360

cannot be ignored, and the flux spectra represent the spatial average of AKR emission361

across a relatively wide longitude as well as a temporal average.362

Figure 2 shows two examples, A and B, of 24 hours of calibrated Wind/WAVES363

data (top panel) with the variability proxy σZ (middle panel) and the application of the364

resulting mask (bottom panel). Wind observations in both A and B contain many So-365

lar Type III bursts with various drift rates that at times cover the entire RAD1 frequency366

range, as well as increases in QTN and emission at the plasma frequency at frequencies367

< 100 kHz. The middle panel shows the effectiveness of σZ as an identifier of AKR emis-368

sion, with observations of Type III bursts exhibiting a standard deviation less than that369

of the AKR by about an order of magnitude. AKR is generally more intense than Type370

III bursts, and this couples with the aforementioend considerations of the AKR gener-371

ation mechanism and viewing geometry to produce the observed discrepancy. While not372

shown here, the 52 kHz channel has persistently higher σZ due to radio frequency in-373

terference (RFI). In figure 2 (and figure 5), the 52 kHz channel has been removed and374

the values of σZ in neighbouring channels used to interpolate an updated ’background’375

value to increase visual clarity. For the remaining analysis, after selecting the AKR data376

with the σZ criterion, flux densities from the 52 kHz channel are removed to avoid con-377

tamination. AKR can be seen in both examples; in A, Wind is approaching perigee at378

around 1600-1700 LT and 4◦ latitude, and emission is observed for 11 hours between ∼379

80−800 kHz; it exits perigee in B, crossing 0800-0900 LT around −6◦ latitude, and ob-380

serving more sporadic emission patches throughout the day across a narrower frequency381

range, ∼ 100− 500 kHz.382

Given that the metric for selection, σZ , is determined using the variance of mea-383

surements made during a spin, there are other sources of emission that could be respon-384

sible for the retention of a particular sample. Instrumental RFI is an example of this,385

but particularly rapid changes in intensity due to energetic fluctuations in the local plasma386

can also produce signatures similar to those produced by AKR. Particularly when Wind387

travels through the turbulent, dense plasma in the magnetosheath (see ∼DOY 229-231388

and 251-254 in figure 5) the majority of the emission at lower frequencies is retained. At389

times when Wind is on the dayside, within the solar wind, emission is occasionally se-390

lected that has no observed, corresponding AKR signal at higher frequencies, and is as-391

sumed to be caused by similar local and temporal variations in the plasma. Intensifica-392

tion of the signal at other characteristic frequencies of the plasma are also occasionally393

seen and retained by the selection, such as emission at the plasma frequency. The re-394
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Figure 2. Two examples of application of the empirical selection detailed in section 2.3 to 24

hours of Wind data (3 minute resolution). For each example A (left) and B (right) the top panel

shows flux density observed by Wind and derived by the method outlined in section 2.2, the

middle panel shows σZ , the statistical proxy of the source amplitude variability, and the bottom

panel shows the flux density with the selection mask applied (see section 2.3). The lower limit of

the colour-bar of the middle panel is set at 10−2 for visual clarity. The radial distance, ecliptic

latitude and local time for each example are shown in the ephemeris at the bottom of the plot.

tention of non-AKR signals is lessened at higher frequencies, where Wind typically sees395

contributions from AKR, other planetary radio emission which is often faint, or solar ra-396

dio bursts which have a relatively shorter variability on the spacecraft spin period. Given397

that the solar radio type III bursts are removed effectively this technique is powerful,398

given their ubiquity and the simplicity of the selection criteria used here, and applying399

the flux-density calibration and selection of AKR to Wind/WAVES observations since400

1994 forms a unique dataset to investigate AKR characteristics. The next section takes401

advantage of the selection to make an initial comparison to AKR radio measurements402

obtained by Cassini in 1999.403

3 Application to Wind/WAVES for Multipoint AKR Observations with404

Cassini405

3.1 Spacecraft Ephemerises406

Figure 3 shows the trajectories of both Cassini (3a) and Wind (3a) projected onto407

the ecliptic plane for most of the period studied by Lamy et al. (2010). In figure 3b, the408

solid line shows the magnetopause location, using the model of Shue et al. (1998) and409

solar wind data from OMNIWeb with average parameters used for the period. The dot-410

ted line shows the bowshock location, derived using similar data and the model of D. J. Wu411

et al. (2000). The legend in figure 3b marks the location of Wind at the start of partic-412

ular days of note, namely the first (DOY 227 in blue) and last (DOY 257 in red) days413

of the period. Also indicated are the days of Cassini’s closest approach to Earth (DOY414

230 in orange) and the last day of the Cassini trajectory shown in figure 3a (DOY 241).415

After traversing the dawn flank of the magnetosphere and passing Earth, Cassini con-416

tinued downtail between 0100 and 0200 local time (LT) at ∼ 9 RE/h. Figure 4 shows417
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b

Figure 3. Trajectories, projected onto the ecliptic plane, of Cassini during the first 15 days

of its flyby (a) and of Wind for the 30 day period studied (b). Triangles (a) and crosses (b) rep-

resent the beginning of each day of year (DOY). The beginning of the period, DOY 227, and

the date of closest approach, DOY 230, are labelled in (a), while corresponding days are marked

in colour in (b). Also coloured in (b) is the last date visible in (a), DOY 241, and the last day

of the period, DOY 257. Average modelled magnetopause and bowshock surfaces are shown as

dotted and dashed lines respectively.

the latitudes of both spacecraft in both geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) and geocentric418

solar magnetic (GSM) coordinates.419

During Cassini’s flyby of Earth and the 30 day period studied by Lamy et al. (2010),420

from 15th August to 14th September 1999 (DOY 227 to 257), Wind completed close to421

two petal orbits with a perigee radii of ∼ 13 RE and apogee radii of ∼ 88 RE . At the422

start of this period, Wind approached its first perigee from a position duskward of Earth423

at roughly 1500 LT on DOY 227, with a geocentric-solar-ecliptic (GSE) latitude of 3.0◦424

and a radial distance of 67 RE . From there, Wind approached the magnetosphere and425

crossed the bowshock and magnetopause before the first perigee was reached. Wind reached426

perigee around 0100 LT, at a GSE latitude of 1◦, while traversing the magnetotail. Wind427

then exited the magnetosphere, covering the dawn flank and reaching apogee on DOY428

241 at a GSE latitude of −0.4◦ around 1200 LT. After 23 days Wind reached 1500 LT429

once more at a closer radial distance of 44 RE and a GSE latitude of 4.6◦. Entering the430

nightside magnetosphere for the second time during the period, Wind reached a second431

perigee on DOY 252 at 0000 LT and close to the ecliptic plane. Wind then exited the432

magnetosphere once more, and the final observations that are conjunct with Cassini are433

made at around 1000 LT with GSE latitude of −3.0◦ and a radial distance of 67 RE .434

As mentioned in section 1, GP inversions have been successfully applied to obser-435

vations from Cassini and allowed the circular polarisation of the radio emission to be de-436

termined and thus the hemisphere of origin. For the empirical selection of AKR emis-437

sion, used here with Wind, there is no unambiguous way to determine the circular po-438

larisation from the flux measurements. Due to the anisotropic, widely-beamed emission439

from the AKR source regions along magnetic field lines, visibility of the emission from440
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Figure 4. Latitudes of the Wind (a) and Cassini (b) spacecraft for the period shown in geo-

centric (GSE) coordinates with the grey, dashed line and magnetic (GSM) coordinates with the

black, solid line. Markers show the beginning of each day.

either pole is highly dependent on the magnetic latitude of Wind, and inferences of the441

origin of the emission can be made based on this. While Wind is on the dayside, approx-442

imately between the two perigees at DOY 231 and DOY 252, it covers an increasingly443

narrowing range of low magnetic latitudes in first the Northern then the Southern mag-444

netic hemispheres, crossing the magnetic equator near the apogee (see figure 4). In both445

cases where Wind crosses the nightside, where AKR is expected to be most visible, the446

spacecraft approaches from the dusk flank in the Southern magnetic hemisphere and crosses447

into the Northern magnetic hemisphere at perigee. Given that the magnetic latitude does448

not exceed 30◦, it is uncertain whether or not the spacecraft will be in either or both of449

the regions illuminated by emission from either hemisphere. Previous examination of the450

average AKR source region has suggested that emission from both hemispheres can be451

observed at distances > 12RE in the equatorial plane (Gallagher & Gurnett, 1979), with452

the approximate perigee distance of Wind (∼ 13RE) implying that this will be the case453

for all nightside observations for this period. In their study, Lamy et al. (2010) use the454

polarisation information to assess the average AKR power from each hemisphere when455

Cassini is above a given magnetic latitude. While the intensities of AKR from each hemi-456

sphere are equal when the spacecraft is near the magnetic equator, the LH emission from457

the Southern hemisphere was close to 4 orders of magnitude weaker than the RH (North-458

ern) emission when the spacecraft had a magnetic latitude |λmag| > 10circ. This value459

suggests that Wind may spend some time in the illumination region of the Southern hemi-460

sphere before reaching perigee and then in the illumination region of the Northern hemi-461

sphere as it exits the point of both perigees. For the majority of the 30 day period, how-462

ever, Wind is likely illuminated by AKR emission from both hemispheres.463
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Figure 5. Dynamic spectrogram showing the flux density measured by Wind/WAVES (top)

and Cassini (bottom) for 1999 DOY 227-257 and normalised to a distance of 1 AU. The top

panel shows the average flux density at 3 minute resolution as selected with the σZ threshold

described in section 2.3. The flux density is computed by calibrating the power received by the

spin-axis aligned Z antenna, as outlined in section 2.2.2. The bottom panel shows the flux density

observed by the Cassini spacecraft, namely the maximum of the LH or RH AKR emission of a

given frequency at 90 s resolution (for complete details of the calibration and selection of AKR

with Cassini, see Lamy et al. (2010)). The radial distance, ecliptic latitude and local time of each

spacecraft are shown in the ephemeris at the bottom of each panel.
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3.2 AKR Flux Density and Power464

Figure 5 shows the AKR flux density of both Wind and Cassini for the entire 30465

day period studied here. The AKR flux density with Wind is obtained using the cali-466

bration and selection outlined in section 2. The AKR flux density with Cassini contains467

that of both LH- and RH-circularly polarised AKR, obtained using a GP inversion tech-468

nique and selecting data with |V | ≥ 0.2, where V is the normalised Stokes parameter469

describing circular polarisation (Lamy et al., 2010). The maximum of either the LH or470

RH AKR is shown at 90 s resolution in the Cassini spectrogram. Both flux densities are471

scaled for the distance from the approximate source (Earth’s center) and normalised to472

1 AU to enable a comparison between the two datasets. The general effect of viewing473

position on the AKR observations from each spacecraft can be seen here; emission is stronger474

and more consistent for Cassini as it travels away from Earth downtail, remaining on the475

nightside, while a periodic variability is seen in the Wind spectrogram as it passes the476

nightside during its perigees. While the day-to-day variability in the observed emission477

is not studied here, it is interesting to note differences between the two perigee obser-478

vations. Wind sees more persistent, stronger emission for the first perigee (∼DOY 229)479

than the second (∼DOY 251). While this variability between orbits is not surprising given480

the changing solar wind conditions that affect AKR, it demonstrates the differences be-481

tween observations made at different times which will clearly bias any average result with482

a limited selection of data.483

Figure 6 shows AKR flux density spectra from both spacecraft given by statisti-484

cal thresholds, namely the median spectra and those for the 90% and 99% quantiles, or485

increasing intensity thresholds. The top panel shows Cassini flux densities for both LH486

and RH circularly polarised AKR, reproducing figure 6a of Lamy et al. (2010). The mid-487

dle panel show Wind flux densities returned by the selection (described in Section 2.3)488

applied to data from 1999 DOY 227-257. Given the anisotropy of the AKR beaming and489

the longitudinal distribution of AKR source regions, it cannot be assumed that each space-490

craft will observe the same emission region at a given time from different viewing po-491

sitions in space. To elicit a valid comparison of the reduced spectra between the space-492

craft, we select Wind data such that only observations made from a similar viewing po-493

sition are included; Cassini was in the region in −23◦ ≤ λGSM ≤ 16◦, for a geocen-494

tric solar magnetic (GSM) latitude λGSM and within 0000 to 0200 hours LT during its495

flyby. A complete discussion of the flux densities observed by Cassini can be found in496

Lamy et al. (2010), but here we compare the main features with those of Wind.497

While the Cassini spectra for both LH and RH AKR flux see a mostly shallow in-498

crease up to the peak at ∼ 200 kHz, this is not the case for Wind. A consistent plateau499

is seen in each of the spectra in the middle panel below 50 kHz, after which the flux den-500

sity increases more sharply for each quantile. The discrepancies between the spectra of501

figure 6 at lower frequencies can be explained by the aforementioned emission due to QTN502

and other excitations in the plasma that is retained by the σZ selection. While AKR is503

observed across most frequencies in the RAD1 frequency range, emission at < 100 kHz504

is mostly affected by contamination due to these sources. Figure 6 also shows better agree-505

ment between the two spacecraft above this frequency, the resulting range including the506

typical spectral peak of AKR. As well as this, the AKR emission at higher frequencies507

is known to be more temporally consistent and can be said to be better representative508

of the average AKR signal compared between remotely observing spacecraft. For these509

reasons, in the following, only the selected signal above 100 kHz is considered. At fre-510

quencies higher than this, discrepancies between the spectra may exist simply due to the511

two spacecraft primarily observing different AKR source regions as we do not expect the512

AKR spectrum to be constant at all LT.513

Again comparing the Wind spectra in the middle panel with Cassini in the top panel514

of figure 6, the peak of the median spectrum agrees, existing at a frequency close to 200515

kHz and close to the peak flux of the RH AKR median spectrum measured by Cassini;516
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Figure 6. Reduced flux density spectra comparing AKR observations from Cassini during the

whole period (top panel) with those made by Wind when in a comparable viewing position (mid-

dle and bottom panels). For this, the Wind data was further selected such that the spacecraft

was located from −23◦ ≤ λGSM ≤ 16◦ and within 0000 to 0200 hours LT. Flux density data in

each case are reduced to give the measured intensity reached 50% (median - black), 10% (red)

and 1% (orange) of the time. The top panel shows spectra for both the LH and RH circularly

polarised AKR as given by the GP inversion applied to Cassini. The middle panel shows AKR-

and position-selected data from Wind during the 30-day period studied here. The bottom panel

shows AKR- and position-selected data from Wind for all of 1999, to increase the statistical

rigour of the selection verification (see main text).
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also in agreement with initial AKR observations (Kaiser & Alexander, 1977). While the517

differences at lower frequencies are likely due to contamination, the Wind median spec-518

trum falls off more rapidly than the RH median spectrum of Cassini and is more com-519

parable to the LH median spectrum. At the frequencies > 700 − 800 kHz, the Wind520

median spectrum is more closely comparable to the RH AKR median spectrum, although521

the aforementioned limitations prevent close physical interpretation of the differences or522

similarities between the spectra. Generally, however, the Wind median spectrum has a523

minimum at the highest observed frequencies, which again agrees with the Cassini mea-524

surements. Each of the Wind spectra that show the higher intensity thresholds in the525

middle panel show generally good agreement in magnitude with those of Cassini; a sim-526

ilar increase of 2 orders of magnitude between the median and highest intensity spec-527

tra is seen in the selected Wind data. This is interesting considering the small amount528

of time Wind spent in the region relative to Cassini, and suggests that the limited Wind529

measurements here are characteristic of the AKR that Cassini observes for the whole pe-530

riod. There is also evidence of broadening of the spectral peaks to higher freqencies with531

increasing intensity in the middle panel and, while it is less clear, a shift of the peak to532

higher frequencies as observed by Cassini.533

Given that Wind spends the least amount of time on the nightside during perigee534

for this period, it is important to consider the limiting effect of the position selection.535

To highlight this, while Wind spends ∼ 1.2% of the time in the specified region during536

this 30 day period, 5.1% of the AKR data selected here is observed in this region. How-537

ever, this increase shows the efficacy of the empirical selection in reflecting the prefer-538

ential location of the nightside for observing AKR emission and the AKR sources them-539

selves. Although we cannot compare the Cassini spectra with Wind observations made540

outside of the temporal range covered by the Cassini flyby, increasing the scope of the541

data included can allow us to characterise the selected data more rigourously by com-542

paring the general features of the spectra. For this reason, the bottom panel of figure543

6 shows spectra defined by the same thresholds but applied to Wind data from the en-544

tirety of 1999 after selecting the AKR as described. Although the magnitude of the spec-545

tra is lower (which is expected as more AKR emission is included, assuming that the more546

extreme events will happen less regularly) the broadening of the spectral peak to higher547

frequencies with increasing intensity is present. There is a larger increase of 3 orders of548

magnitude between the median and highest quantile spectra in the bottom panel, sug-549

gesting that the observations made in the 30 day period here are more intense than other550

times in the same year. There is also a seperate, much shorter peak around 30-40 kHz551

that exists in the highest intensity spectra of the bottom panel, which could be indica-552

tive of the average state of the magnetosphere or solar wind throughout 1999 as consis-553

tent Langmuir wave excitations may be seen close to the local plasma frequency in this554

region.555

The AKR source region, as discussed in section 1, is typically found at altitudes556

of roughly 2000-10000 km along a given field line, corresponding to emission at frequen-557

cies 100-800 kHz. This higher frequency emission is much less transient than that of higher558

altitude sources that emit between ∼ 30 − 100 kHz and are well correlated with sub-559

storm onset (Morioka et al., 2007). To characterise the AKR observed by Wind and fa-560

cilitate the comparison between the two spacecraft, the selected flux data are integrated561

over the frequency range 100-650 kHz. While the frequency range used by Lamy et al.562

(2010) (30-650 kHz) encompasses both the lower frequency and main band of AKR, we563

increase the lower frequency limit here to mitigate the inclusion of spurious data as men-564

tioned above. While this does not allow for a direct comparison between the integrated565

powers of Wind and Cassini, it enables general characteristics of the AKR, such as the566

viewing geometry and temporal modulations, to be studied. With a more refined selec-567

tion of AKR signal at frequencies below 100 kHz, the power can be integrated over a fre-568

quency range such as 30-100 kHz to investigate the lower frequency AKR component.569

Given that the integration time of each flux density measurement is the spin period of570
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Figure 7. Log power in Wsr−1 integrated across the range 100-650 kHz for the AKR flux

(as selected by 2.3) and averaged in LT bins 1 hour wide. The sun and noon sector is to the left,

while the midnight sector is to the right in these plots. Colours show the number of 3-minute-

resolution observations, retained by the empirical selection, in each LT bin.

the spacecraft, the power can be integrated by simply taking the mean of the flux den-571

sities and integrating over the frequency channels. As the AKR beaming is anisotropic572

and knowledge of the exact source region for each measurement with Wind is unattain-573

able, we cannot integrate the power over solid angle and so present the power in units574

of Wsr−1.575

3.3 AKR Viewing Geometry576

Figure 7 shows the integrated power data described in the previous section 3.2 af-577

ter taking the mean power in 1 hour spacecraft LT (GSE) bins and plotting the log10578

power as a rose plot; the noon and midnight sectors are on the left and right of the fig-579

ure, respectively, and the dawn and dusk sectors are on the top and bottom. A large asym-580

metry can be seen in the selected power with a 3 order of magnitude increase of the LT581

bins between 1700 to 0300 over those on the dayside that have the lowest powers. The582
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broad picture of figure 7 is thus consistent with previous findings which suggest that the583

source regions are located on the nightside and beam anisotropically (Alexander & Kaiser,584

1976; Gallagher & Gurnett, 1979; Mutel et al., 2004, 2008). Also of interest here are the585

bins at 2100 and 2200 hours LT, in the centre of the range of intense emission. This cor-586

responds to previous observations of the LT of the source regions most favoured by AKR587

sources (Panchenko, 2003; Mutel et al., 2004), as well as the average LT of the most in-588

tense AKR source region at 2200 MLT (Green, 2004). Given the illumination region of589

an AKR source, and that the observations here are made from comparatively large ra-590

dial distances and with a swept frequency receiver, it is expected that the emission from591

an AKR source could be measured by Wind from a neighbouring LT sector. At Saturn,592

this longitudinal difference has been observed to be up to 2 hours LT (Lamy, Zarka, Cec-593

coni, Prangé, et al., 2008; Kimura et al., 2013). The location of the centroid of the most594

intense average power in figure 7 is an indication of the effectiveness of the AKR selec-595

tion used here.596

While AKR has been previously observed from the dayside it can be difficult, with-597

out polarisation information, to discern whether this emission is attributable to the il-598

lumination of the spacecraft by a source on the nightside via either emission viewing ge-599

ometry or scattering, or that of a dayside source (Hanasz et al., 2003; Mutel et al., 2004;600

Schreiber et al., 2017). Deducing the exact origin of the source of emission is complex601

and is not possible within the scope of this study. However, the dynamic spectrogram602

in figure 5 as well as the distribution of average power in figure 7 show that we can ob-603

serve AKR at all LT, with some of the most intense observations on the dayside made604

when Wind was near both the noon-midnight meridian and ecliptic plane.605

The colour of each LT bin reflects the number of data used to compute the aver-606

age, where each data point represents the power of each 3 minute frequency sweep. The607

orbital dynamics of the spacecraft produce the overall colour distribution, with perigee608

on the nightside limiting the number of observations that can be made and vice versa609

on the dayside. For this reason more total observations will be made on the dayside, but610

fewer of those observations will be selected given the preferred nightside location of the611

AKR source regions. This is seen when taking the ratio of the number of observations612

made in a local time sector with the number of selected data from the same sector. For613

the observations made on the dayside (0600 ≤ LT < 1800) an average of 38% of data614

is retained by the selection, while 83% of nightside observations (1800 ≤ LT < 0600)615

are retained by the selection. The variation in the number of selected data in the noon616

sector in figure 7 shows that the distribution here may not be indicative of the true av-617

erage AKR power, as temporal variability of the state of the magnetosphere system will618

bias this count as the spacecraft crosses the dayside once during the 30 day period stud-619

ied here. As discussed in Section 3.1, Wind crosses the nightside twice during this pe-620

riod, so the data contributing to the average on the nightside are comprised of two seper-621

ate samples of this region. Further discussion of the power distributions that produced622

the averages for each LT bin can be found in Appendix C.623

3.4 AKR Temporal Modulation624

Figure 8 shows the result of a fast fourier transform (FFT) when applied to the Wind625

integrated power over 100-650 kHz and considering the entire 30 day period. A moving626

average is taken over a centred 3 hour window in order to smooth the data, removing627

local temporal variability. Given that the integrated power can vary over several orders628

of magnitude the FFT is performed after log-transforming the data, as done in Lamy629

et al. (2010) to reduce the weight of this variability on the analysis. The relative spec-630

tral power is shown, having normalised the FFT output by the maximum spectral power631

found at a period of 24 days (576 hours), denoted by the vertical grey dotted line, and632

corresponding to the approximate orbital period of Wind during this time. The presence633

of a peak at this period can be explained with reference to figures 3b and 5; the perigee634
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Figure 8. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the integrated power over 100-650 kHz for the

whole period. Analysis is performed on the integrated powers after applying a 3 hour rolling win-

dow and log-transforming the data. The relative spectral power is shown; powers are normalised

by the value at the peak, here at ∼ 24 days (= 576 hours). The integrated power is input at 3

minute resolution; data where no AKR is present are set to P = 10−8 Wsr−1 to include them in

the analysis. Vertical grey dashed line shows a period of 24 hours respectively. The vertical grey

dotted line is at a period of 24 days, the approximate orbital period of Wind.
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of Wind precesses dawnward across the nightside magnetosphere, measuring intensifi-635

cations in the AKR as it passes the nightside across two to three days, separated by the636

dayside apogee.637

The vertical dashed grey line in figure 8 highlights the peak at a period of 24 hours.638

Although the FFT output is noisy, particularly at lower frequencies but also at periods639

between 1-24 days, a peak is observed in the Wind data at 24 hours. The statistical sig-640

nificance of this peak was tested via bootstrapping, where the time series is shuffled ran-641

domly before undergoing the same analysis and comparing the spectral peak, allowing642

the null hypothesis to be tested. We found that the peak at 24 hours has a p-value of643

10−5 and so is significant.644

In the analysis of the GP inversion results from Cassini, measurements of the mod-645

ulation were made at various timescales of the AKR emission from both hemispheres,646

including a diurnal periodicity as seen here (Lamy et al., 2010). Other observations have647

also noted this feature, and it has spurred debate as to whether the variability is inher-648

ent to the AKR source or that of a geometrical viewing effect as the emission cone pre-649

cesses (Panchenko et al., 2009; Morioka et al., 2013). While out of the scope of this study,650

comparing the relative timing of the daily AKR bursts between Cassini and Wind would651

allow the potential origins to be examined further. Periodicities at timescales shorter than652

24 hours are also observed with Cassini; short term modulations are observed that are653

attributed to the triggering of AKR at substorm onsets, thought to occur every few hours,654

and semidiurnal variability was also observed. Lamy et al. (2010) found, using circular655

polarisation information, that RH and LH AKR exhibited a diurnal periodicity in an-656

tiphase as well as a semi-diurnal periodicity in the LH emission. With Wind, which is657

likely in the illumination region of both hemispheres for the period, we cannot discern658

the exact hemisphere of origin and so expect to see a contribution from both of these659

modulation effects. While peaks are seen around 12 hours in figure 8, albeit amongst noise,660

a similar analysis applied to a much longer dataset could be used to make further infer-661

ences about the origin of this and other periodicities. However, the presence of statis-662

tically significant, diurnal periodicity in figure 8 lends further weight to the effectiveness663

of the empirical selection used here, and shows its future promise for use with Wind.664

4 Conclusion665

We have described a new method of selecting AKR emission from the complex ra-666

dio environment observed by Wind, using a statistical measure of the variability across667

the spin-axis-aligned Z antenna during a spacecraft spin. Examination of individual spins668

and the flux density dynamic spectrograms during a 30 day trajectory of Wind shows669

that the selection is effective at removing ubiquitous solar Type III bursts from the data670

and isolating AKR (figures 1 and 2). Although there are limitations at lower frequen-671

cies as RFI and sources of high temporal variability from the local plasma can contam-672

inate the selection, the selection criterion employed here is based on a simple numeric673

threshold, and can be readily applied to the extensive dataset of Wind. Here we applied674

the AKR selection to Wind data for an interval overlapping with the Earth flyby of the675

Cassini spacecraft. The Cassini data have previously been treated with a full GP inveri-676

son (Lamy et al., 2010), but here they provide context for the sensitivity of radio obser-677

vations to the viewing position of the spacecraft. After considering the discrepancies be-678

tween the viewing positions of the two spacecraft during the period (figures 3 and 4),679

the flux density dynamic spectrograms of the 30 day period between Wind and Cassini680

are compared in figure 5. This shows the expected reduction in observed emission as Wind681

traverses the dayside and is no longer illuminated by the most intense AKR sources lo-682

cated on the nightside. Examining the data more closely, we compare the flux density683

spectra of Wind observations made from a comparable region to that of Cassini for the684

period and find that the general characteristics of the AKR spectrum are reproduced well685

at frequencies > 100 kHz. Figure 6 shows the broadening of the spectral peak at around686
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200 kHz in the median spectrum to higher frequencies for the most intense emission, agree-687

ing with the accepted AKR spectrum and the previous Cassini observations.688

Accounting for the aforementioned limitations, we integrate the flux densities mea-689

sured by Wind between 100-650 kHz for each 3 minute sweep to represent the confident690

selection of AKR, covering the main frequency range and allowing a comparison with691

previous results from Cassini. We have accounted for the viewing geometry of AKR in692

the observations by averaging the integrated power measured in each one hour LT bin,693

shown in figure 7. This reproduces quantitatively the day-night asymmetry that can be694

seen in figure 5 and is again expected, with a 3 order of magnitude increase from ∼ 103−695

106 Wsr−1. This also provides confidence in the selection of AKR by this method given696

that it also reproduces the dawn-dusk asymmetry associated with the close correlation697

between the AKR source region and the auroral region in the ionosphere. Emission is698

selected at all local times, showing that we can observe AKR from many of Wind’s var-699

ious viewing positions in the magnetosphere and solar wind and shows promise for fu-700

ture studies where the selection can be applied to a larger Wind dataset and aid statis-701

tical analyses of events. Using the selected integrated power we examined the tempo-702

ral variability of the Wind AKR observations. An FFT analysis produces a statistically703

significant (p < 10−5) peak at 24 hours, which has been previously observed in AKR704

measurements although we do not comment on the origin in this study. Future work will705

include examining the average power with magnetic latitude in an attempt to statisti-706

cally constrain the hemispheric origin of the Wind observations. Given the ease of mask-707

ing the Wind data with this technique, longer-term studies of diurnal and semi-diurnal708

modulations can be conducted with Wind alone, which has > 2 decades of observations709

from a variety of positions. With the verification of the empirical selection as seen here,710

statistical analyses can also be conducted between resulting AKR dataset and lists of711

substorm onsets that cover decades and are complimentary to Wind’s lifetime.712

Appendix A Cross-Calibration Using Type III Bursts713

As mentioned in section 2.2.2, the flux SZ returned from the linear Z antenna must714

be scaled to those retrieved by a full GP inversion, in which the emission of a given source715

is modelled as received by the antennae system. This can be done by comparing the flux716

densities from the Z antenna here with those obtained by a GP inversion, using Wind717

also. We have access to data from such a GP inversion that assumes the source param-718

eters of a solar radio Type III burst and utilises the entire Wind/WAVES system. To719

properly compare the fluxes from Z antenna, we must omit the cos2 λ term from equa-720

tion 2 to reflect the fact that the source direction is no longer assumed to be at Earth,721

and the Type III burst source region is sufficiently far enough away and close to the eclip-722

tic plane that the Z antenna is always perpendicular to the emission. Explicitly, the Z723

antenna is pre-calibrated using724

PZ =
1

2
GSZ (A1)

for the observations presented in this section. The fluxes from the Type III inversion with725

Wind are derived using calibration from Zarka et al. (2004), which has since been cor-726

rected by a factor 2 by Zaslavsky et al. (2011) and is accounted for here. The fluxes from727

the Type III inversion with Cassini are similarly derived but have already accounted for728

this factor.729

Figure A1 shows the comparison of calibrated flux densities for an example of a Type730

III burst observed by Wind and Cassini during 1999 DOY 240. The Wind observations731

are given at different resolutions; the data used here are averaged over the 3 minute sweep,732

while the original resolution of each frequency channel is retained in the data from the733

Type III GP inversion with Wind. The peak of the primary Type III burst at 272 kHz734

is seen close to 18:10 UT in this example, and while good agreement is seen between the735

Type III GP inversions with Cassini and Wind, the Z antenna-calibrated data have an736
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Figure A1. Comparing flux densities of a single Type III burst at comparable frequency

channels between spacecraft (left) and the resulting ratio between the two datasets from Wind,

using the peak flux spectra from the Type III burst (right). Included in the left panel are data

derived from Wind using the calibration method described in section 2.2.2 (SZ , blue circles),

modified to account for the change in radio source (see Appendix A), data from Cassini using a

GP inversion that treats Type III bursts (green crosses) and data from Wind using a similarly

modified GP inversion at the original 90 s resolution of the frequency channel (ST−III), orange

triangles). The panel on the right shows the ratio SZ
ST−III

, where each data point is given by

the ratio of the peak flux between datasets during DOY 240 18:00-18:30. The grey, horizontal,

dashed line is at unity.
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Figure A2. Spectrum of the average ratio between peak flux spectra for a total of 19 Type III

bursts. As detailed in section Appendix A, each Type III example is described by a start and end

time as well as its frequency limits. A spectrum is formed for each example by taking the ratio

of the peak fluxes in each channel between the bounding times (see text). The average spectrum

shows the mean of the ratios of each frequency channel, with error bars showing the standard

error of the mean.

approximately constant offset following the peak. By defining the bounding UT of the737

Type III burst as well as its frequency limits following visual examination of the rele-738

vant dynamic spectrogram, we can track the peak flux of the Type III burst for each set739

of fluxes and produce a spectrum of the ratio SZ

ST−III
, where SZ is the flux from equa-740

tion A1 and ST−III is the flux from the Type III GP inversion with Wind. The exam-741

ple in figure A1 shows the entire Wind/WAVES RAD1 spectrum, including the lower742

frequencies that the Type III emission does not reach and showing the discrepancy be-743

tween the two data below ∼ 70−100 kHz. By compiling the spectra of SZ

ST−III
for mul-744

tiple Type III bursts selected in this way, we can derive an average cross-calibration spec-745

trum with which to scale AKR fluxes from equation 2, giving a better representation of746

the true intensity of the radio source and allowing a proper comparison between Wind/WAVES747

fluxes here and those from Cassini/RPWS.748

Figure A2 shows the mean SZ

ST−III
spectrum from a set of 19 Type III bursts. The749

uncertainties on the cross-calibration spectrum are given by the standard error of the750

mean, and show the better-constrained values at frequencies > 50 kHz for which the ma-751

jority of the selected Type III bursts are emitting. SZ

ST−III
tends to increase at the low-752

est frequencies, with the most pronounced increase seen at 20 kHz. This is likely due to753

the inclusion of spurious emission from the visual examination, as well as the limited num-754
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Figure B1. Distribution of σZ values for all observations made at 272 kHz during the 30 day

period studied here. The black, vertical dashed line shows the value of the threshold (σZ ≥ 0.1)

chosen to select AKR data.

ber of Type III bursts (7) that were emitting at this frequency. The pre-calibrated flux755

from equation 2 is multiplied by the cross-calibration spectrum in figure A2 with the ex-756

ception of the 20 kHz observations which are unmodified.757

Appendix B σZ Threshold Justification758

Figure B1 shows the distribution of σZ values observed at 272 kHz and during the759

30 day period studied here. This frequency channel was chosen to present as it is a good760

representation of the typical peak frequency of the AKR spectrum. Shown in the plot761

is the value used to select AKR data as described in section 2.3; at values lower than this762

the majority of the emission is found, with a strong Gaussian profile centred roughly on763

10−1.5 representing the majority of other emission such as Type III bursts and background764

sources, while at values higher than 10−1 a second population is seen that contains AKR765

as well as low frequency contaminants. While determining the exact threshold at which766

all AKR data is out of the scope of this study, examinations of this metric at other fre-767

quencies exhibit similar distributions that lend weight to this choice of the threshold.768
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Figure C1. Normalised histograms showing the distribution of log integrated power in each

1 hour LT bin used to create figure 7. Each histogram has black dashed and red dashed vertical

lines to represent the median and lower and upper quartiles of the distributions, while the black

dotted line shows the mean.

Appendix C AKR Power Distributions with Spacecraft LT769

Figure C1 shows the distribution of integrated power observations (100-650 kHz)770

for each LT bin used to compute the average values for figure 7. From the top and bot-771

tom rows, corresponding mostly to LT sectors that Wind travelled through on two, seper-772

ate occasions, evidence can be seen that suggests that the distributions are comprised773

of two seperate events of AKR emission which differ in intensity, whether due to intrin-774

sic differences due to the current state of the magnetosphere or other effects. Some of775

the bins exhibit two distributions that are seperated by 6 orders of magnitude in some776

cases (eg 01-02 LT), as well as non-Gaussian distributions (eg 08-09 LT). Applying the777

selection technique over a longer period will remove some of these local effects and bet-778

ter characterise the statistical AKR power distribution with LT. Taking the mean of the779

distributions here gives an average that is skewed towards higher values and represents780

more closely the larger extreme of the total distribution of data, as seen by its position781

with respect to the 75% quantile in most panels of figure C1. The median of these dis-782

tributions would be a more statistically rigorous measure of the average. Here, however,783

where the aim is to demonstrate the empirical selection of AKR data and not to rigor-784

ously define the average AKR power of these observations with LT, the mean is suffi-785

cient.786
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